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ABSTRACT

A system of terms applicable to ordered microporous and mesoporous materials is

proposed, and rules for writing a standardized crystal chemical formula for such materials are

presented.  The recommendations are based both on common usage and on a systematic

classification scheme.  The nomenclature has been developed to encompass all inorganic

materials with ordered, accessible pores with free diameters of less than 100 nm.  The crystal

chemical formula describes the chemical composition of both the guest species and the host,

the structure of the host, the structure of the pore system, and the symmetry of the material.

This formula can be simplified or expanded to suit the user’s requirements.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

To facilitate communication between people working in the field of ordered

microporous and mesoporous materials, a system of terms, whose definitions are generally

accepted, is required.  In this document, such a system is proposed, and rules for writing

crystal chemical formulae for these materials are recommended.  The recommendations are

based both on common usage and on the systematic classification of such materials recently

published by Liebau (ref. 1).

Because they consititute the largest group of ordered microporous materials and

because a basic nomenclature already exists for them, zeolites and zeolite-like materials, with

their 3-dimensional, 4-connected inorganic frameworks, have served as a basis for this

terminology (ref. 2).  However, the nomenclature has been developed with the idea of

encompassing all ordered, microporous and mesoporous materials with inorganic hosts,

including those with non-zeolitic chemical compositions, with non-tetrahedral building units

and/or with host structures that do not extend in three dimensions.  The only restrictions

imposed are that the pores must be ordered (e.g. pillared clays are therefore not included),

accessible (e.g. clathrates are not specifically considered, although the terminology could be

extended to include them), and have free diameters of less than 100 nm (generally accepted

range for microporous and mesoporous materials).

Terms that describe the most relevant features of such materials have been defined,

and a crystal chemical formula that can be abbreviated or expanded to suit the user’s need has

been developed.

II.  MATERIALS TO BE COVERED

Any material can be considered to consist of atoms linked by chemical bonds and the

voids between these linked atoms.  In an ordered microporous or mesoporous material, the

voids between the linked atoms have a free volume larger than that of a sphere with a 0.25

nm diameter, and they are arranged in an ordered manner.  For subsequent discussion, the

linked atoms are called the host and the voids the pores.  The pores can be empty or they can

be occupied by guest species.  According to IUPAC recommendations (ref. 3), pores with free

diameters of less than 2 nm are called micropores, and those in the range of 2 to 50 or even

100 nm mesopores.
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In most cases, the atoms of the host (and therefore the voids) are arranged periodically

with long-range order (at least 10 repeats in all directions) and produce sharp maxima in a

diffraction experiment.  That is, the materials are crystalline.  However, there are some

materials for which the host displays only short-range order (i.e. is amorphous with respect to

diffraction experiments), but the pores are of uniform size with long-range order and produce

diffraction maxima at d-values reflecting the pore-to-pore distance.  That is, the pore structure

is “crystalline”.  Examples of the latter include MCM-41, MCM-48 (refs. 4,5,6) and FSM-16

(ref. 7).  The following recommendations apply to any material in which the arrangement of

the pores within the inorganic host is highly ordered.  They do not apply to materials such as

pillared clays, where the pores are disordered, to the large class of microporous layered

compounds with continuous 2-dimensional voids (unless the layers themselves contain

ordered pores), or to materials with partly or fully organic hosts.

III.  GENERAL DEFINITIONS

An ordered microporous or mesoporous material can be described in terms of a host

structure, which defines a pore structure, which may contain guest species.  The terminology

defined in the following sections describes the pertinent characteristics of the host and the

pores.  Because these materials are often used as catalysts or molecular sieves, features

controlling the diffusion of guest species and the space restrictions for reaction intermediates

are considered to be particularly relevant.

III.1.  The host

III.1.1.  Topology

The topology of a host structure describes the connectivity of its host atoms without

reference to chemical composition or observed symmetry (including crystallographic

translations).
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III.1.2.  Structure type

Materials with the same host topology constitute a structure type.

III.1.3.  Zeolite structure type

A structure type with an inorganic, 3-dimensional host structure composed of fully-

linked, corner-sharing tetrahedra is a zeolite structure type.  Each confirmed zeolite structure

type is assigned a three-letter code by the Structure Commission of the International Zeolite

Association (IZA), and details of these topologies are published in the Atlas of Zeolite

Structure Types (ref. 8).  All topologies, including updates between editions of the Atlas, are

also published on the internet at http://www.iza-sc.ethz.ch/IZA-SC/Atlas/AtlasHome.html.  A

three-letter code preceded by a hyphen has been assigned in a few cases to zeolite-like

framework topologies that are not fully 4-connected (i.e. interrupted frameworks such as that

of the gallophosphate Cloverite (ref. 9), whose topology has the code -CLO).  In subsequent

discussion, the three-letter code will be referred to as the IZA code.

III.1.4.  Symmetry

The highest possible symmetry for a structure type is the symmetry of the topology

(topological symmetry).  Although the symmetry of a particular material within a structure

type can be as high as the topological symmetry, it is often a subgroup thereof.  Whatever the

observed symmetry, the number of framework atoms in the unit cell will be an integer

multiple of the number in the topological unit cell.  Distortions of the host structure due to the

chemical composition of the host and/or to the presence of guest species in the pores are

common.

III.1.5.  Host Dimensionality (Dh)

A host structure can extend in zero (finite), one (chain), two (layer) or three

(framework) dimensions.  Most known microporous and mesoporous materials have three-

dimensional host structures, but it is also possible for a lower dimensional host to have an

ordered pore system.  For example, the precursor of the high-silica zeolite ITQ-1, has a

2-dimensional host structure with an ordered arrangement of channels within each layer (ref.

10) (Figure 1).
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III.1.6.  Basic building units

The host structure can be constructed by linking basic building units (usually

coordination polyhedra sharing corners, edges or faces, but sometimes single atoms).  In the

case of zeolite structures, these basic building units (BBU) are tetrahedra, where the central

atom (ceH) is Si or Al, and the peripheral atoms (peH) are O.  In the vast majority of

microporous and mesoporous materials with inorganic hosts, the central atoms are cations

and the peripheral atoms anions (e.g. [BO3], [SiO4], [AlO4], [PO4], [SnS5], [MnO6]).  In a few

cases, however, an anion is surrounded by cations (e.g. [OH4] in clathrate hydrates (refs.

11,12), [SAg4] and [SAg5] in CsAg7S4 (ref. 13), and [TeAg4] and [TeAg7] in CsAg5Te3 (ref.

14)).

III.1.7.  Composite building units

It is sometimes useful to combine BBU’s to construct a larger composite building unit

(CBU) that is characteristic of the topology.  For example, single rings, polyhedra or single

chains, composed of a finite or infinite number of BBU’s can be chosen (Figures 2 and 3a-d).

In some cases, more complex CBU's, such as the chains shown in Figure 3e-g or the channel

walls shown in Figure 4, might be appropriate.  The nodes shown in these figures are the

central atoms (ceH) of the BBU’s.  Rings are described using the notation n-ring, where n is

the number of ceH atoms in the ring, and polyhedra using the notation   [ni
mi] , where m is the

number of n-rings defining the polyhedron and  miΣ  is the total number of faces of the

polyhedron.

III.2.  The pores

III.2.1.  Windows

The n-rings defining the faces of a polyhedral pore are called windows.

III.2.2.  Cages

A polyhedral pore whose windows are too narrow to be penetrated by guest species

larger than H2O is called a cage.  For oxides (peH = O), the limiting ring size is considered to

be n = 6.  For example, the [4668] polyhedron (sodalite cage) in zeolite A (see Figure 5a) is a

cage.
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III.2.3.  Cavities

A polyhedral pore, which has at least one face defined by a ring large enough to be

penetrated by guest species, but which is not infinitely extended (i.e. not a channel), is called

a cavity.  For example, the [4126886] polyhedron in zeolite A (see Figure 5b) is a cavity.

III.2.4.  Channels

A pore that is infinitely extended in one dimension and is large enough to allow guest

species to diffuse along its length is called a channel.  Channels can intersect to form 2- or 3-

dimensional channel systems.  For example, the channels in zeolite A (Figure 5c) intersect to

form a 3-dimensional channel system.

III.2.5.  Effective pore width

The effective pore width of a channel is a fundamental characteristic of a microporous

or mesoporous material that describes the accessibility of the pore system to guest species

(i.e. the “bottleneck”).  It is generally defined in terms of either the smallest n-ring

(topological description) or the smallest free aperture (metrical description) along the

dimension of infinite extension.  For example, the 3-dimensional channel system in zeolite A

has 8-ring pore openings (topological description) with a free diameter of ca 0.41 nm

(metrical description) in all three directions (Figure 5d).  The free diameter takes into account

the size of the peH atoms (e.g. ionic radius of oxygen ca 0.135 nm).  The pore width along a

channel, topologically as well as metrically, can be constant or it may undulate (e.g. if the

channel consists of a series of cavities).  In zeolite A, for example, the section of the channel

in the center of the cavity is wider than it is at the 8-ring entrance to the cavity.  However, it is

the 8-ring that defines the size of guest species that can diffuse through the material (i.e. the

effective pore width).

For channels defined by helices, by rings not perpendicular to the channel or by

unusually distorted rings, the effective pore width must be given metrically.  For example, the

1-dimensional sinusoidal channel in the chiral zincophosphate Na12[Zn12P12O48] (ref. 15)

(IZA code CZP) can be described either in terms of a helical structure or in terms of a very

distorted 12-ring (Figure 6).  The effective pore width is approximately elliptical with

minimum and maximum dimensions of 0.38 and 0.65 nm.

III.2.6.  Pore Dimensionality (Dp)
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The number of dimensions in which the pore has infinite extension is the pore

dimensionality (Dp).  For cages, Dp = 0, and for channels, Dp = 1.  For systems of

interconnected channels, Dp = 2 or 3.  The dimensionality of the pore system, Dp, will always

be less than or equal to the dimensionality of the host, Dh.

IV.  CRYSTAL CHEMICAL FORMULA

Since the properties of microporous and mesoporous materials are controlled

principally by their chemical composition and their structures, the crystal chemical formula

should describe these features in a standardized manner.  Furthermore, the formula should be

consistent with the recommendations of the International Union of Crystallography for the

nomenclature of inorganic structure types (ref. 16), with IUPAC rules (ref. 17) and with

common usage, while being flexible enough to allow the researcher to emphasize only those

points that are relevant to his work.

With these guidelines in mind, a crystal chemical formula with the following scheme

has been developed:

|   |  [   ]  h{   }  p{   }  (Sym)  –  IZA.

The first two terms describe the chemical composition of the guest species (between vertical

bars) and the host (in square brackets), respectively.  The next two terms (in curly brackets)

contain information about the structure of the host and the pores, respectively.  The fifth term

(in round brackets) gives the symmetry of the material.  If the material is a zeolite structure

type, the sixth term (preceded by a dash) is the IZA code in boldface type.

Each of these terms has a prescribed content, which can be reduced or expanded in

accordance with the detail appropriate for a specific problem.  In the following sections, each

term is considered in turn.

IV.1.  Chemical composition of the guest species

The chemical formulae for the various guest species present in the pores of the

material are placed inside vertical bars and arranged in the order

cations (A)  –  anions (X)  –  neutral molecules (M)

to yield the general term

|Aa Xx Mm|n.
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This term should reflect the chemical composition of the guest species for the complete unit

cell.  If the topological unit cell of the structure type is known, the composition of a given

member of the type should be expressed in multiples (n) of that unit cell (see examples in

section IV.7).

IV.2.  Chemical composition of the host

The symbols for the atoms constituting the host are placed inside square brackets and

are arranged in the order

interstitial species (iA, iX or iM)  –  central host atoms (ceH)  –  peripheral host atoms (peH).

An interstitial species is a cation, anion or molecule located in a void with a free diameter of

less than 0.25 nm.  The element symbols can be complemented in the usual way to indicate

oxidation state V (Roman numeral superscript) and coordination number CN (Arabic number

superscript within square brackets).  The linkedness L and connectedness s of the central host

atoms (ref. 16) can also be specified within Japanese brackets, if desired.  The general form of

the term can be written as

[iAa
V [CN] iXx

V [CN] iMm ceHc
V [CN] |-L;s-| peHp

V [CN]]n.

From this, the basic building unit(s) (BBU) of the host, [ceH(peH)n], can be deduced.  As for

the guest species, this term should reflect the chemical composition of the host for a complete

unit cell and be expressed as multiples (n) of the topological unit cell, if it is known.

IV.3.  Structure of the host

The parameters describing the host structure are placed inside curly brackets preceded

by a subscript h and are arranged in the order

dimensionality of the host (Dh) – composite building unit (CBU)

to yield the general term

h{Dh  CBU}.

The composite building unit(s) can be chosen to highlight those aspects of the host structure

that are relevant to the discussion.  If a CBU is selected according to the set of hierarchical

rules described by Liebau (ref. 1), it becomes a fundamental building unit (FBU), and then

additional parameters that describe the host structure in terms of the FBU can be added.

Further details are given in reference 1.
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IV.4.  Structure of the pores

The parameters describing the pore system are placed inside curly brackets preceded

by a subscript p and are arranged in the order

dimensionality of the pore system Dp – shape of the pore   [ni
mi]  – direction of the pore [uvw] –

effective pore width (Wp
(eff))

to yield the general term

p{ Dp [ni
mi]  [uvw] (Wp

(eff))}.
If more than one pore system is present, the descriptions are separated by a slash (/).

IV.5.  Symmetry information

Materials constituting a structure type do not necessarily have the same symmetry.  If

this aspect of the structure is pertinent, it can be included as the fifth term of the crystal

chemical formula enclosed in round brackets.  Following the recommendations of the

International Union of Crystallography (ref. 18) and the International Mineralogical

Association (ref. 19), this information can be given in form of the crystal system (C for cubic,

H for hexagonal, T for trigonal, R for rhombohedral, Q for tetragonal, O for orthorhombic, M

for monoclinic and A for triclinic) and/or the space group symbol.

IV.6.  IZA code

For zeolites and zeolite-like materials, full descriptions of the confirmed framework

topologies are given in the Atlas of Zeolite Structure Types.  The three-letter code alone

conveys a wealth of information about the host structure and the pore system, so when

relevant, it should be appended to the crystal chemical formula following a dash.
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IV.7.  Examples of the application of the crystal chemical formula

IV.7.1.  Zeolite A (a standard case)

A typical crystal chemical formula for zeolite A would be:

|Na12 (H2O)27| [Al12
 Si12 O48] – LTA.

This formula can be expanded to include information about the host and pore

structure:

|Na12 (H2O)27| [Al12 Si12
 O48] h{3 [46] } p{0 [4668] / 3 [4126886] <100> (0.41)} – LTA.

Here, the fact that the host is 3-dimensional and can be constructed by linking double-4-rings

as composite building units is highlighted. The description of the pores indicates that there

are sodalite-cages and a 3-dimensional channel system which contains α-cavities. The

channels  run parallel to <100> (< > means that all crystallographically equivalent directions

are implied, i.e. in this case [100], [010] and [001]), and have an effective pore width of

0.41nm.

The effective pore width can be given topologically instead:

|Na12 (H2O)27| [Al12 Si12
 O48] h{3 [46] } p{0 [4668]/ 3 [4126886] <100> (8-ring)} – LTA.

Further expansion of the formula can be used to describe the oxidation states,

coordination numbers and connectivities of the host atoms, and to indicate that the symmetry

of the material is lower and the unit cell eight times larger than that of the LTA topology:

|Na12 (H2O)27|8 [Al12
III[4]|-1;4-| Si12

IV[4]|-1;4-| O48
[2]]8 h{3 [46] } p{0 [4668] / 3 [4126886] <100>

(0.41)} (Fm 3 c) – LTA.

Alternatively, the formula can be simplified to highlight only those aspects of the

chemical composition and/or structure that are of immediate interest.  For example,

|Na2K10| [Al Si O]  – LTA

describes the cation composition (e.g. after a K+ ion exchange) within the pores of an

aluminosilicate material with the LTA framework topology, or

[Ga P O] p{3 [4126886] <100> (0.38)} – LTA

emphasizes the effective width of the pore system for the gallophosphate material with the

LTA framework topology.
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If only the framework host composition is of interest, the crystal chemical formula can

be simplified even further.  For example, for the silicoaluminophosphate SAPO-42, the

formula could be just

[Al Si P] – LTA.

IV.7.2.  Cloverite (with an interrupted framework host structure)

Cloverite (ref. 9) is a gallophosphate with an interrupted framework structure and an

unusual pore structure, so the connectivity of the framework atoms and a description of the

channel system may be of particular interest:

[Ga84
[4]|-1;4-| Ga12

[4]|-1;3-| P84
[4]|-1;4-| P12

[4]|-1;3-| O372
[2] (OH)24

[1]] h{3 [46]} p{3 [440632206] <100>

(20-ring) / 3 [42061686] <100> (8-ring)} – -CLO.

The formula indicates that the framework host is a gallophosphate with 4-coordinate Ga and

P atoms (1/8 of which are only 3-connected), bridging O atoms, and terminal OH groups.

The framework host is 3-dimensional, and contains double 4-rings.  There are two non-

intersecting 3-dimensional channel systems running parallel to <100>.  One system includes

very large cavities and has an effective pore width defined by 20-rings, while the other has

smaller cavities with an effective pore width defined by 8-rings.  The zeolite structure type

code is -CLO (hyphen indicates that the framework structure is not fully 4-connected).

This crystal chemical formula can be expanded further to include additional details:

|(C7H14N)24|8 [F24 Ga84
III[4]|-1;4-| Ga12

III[4]|-1;3-| P84
V[4]|-1;4-| P12

V[4]|-1;3-| O372
[2] (OH)24

[1]]8 h{3 [46]}

p{3 [440632206] <100> (0.40, 1.32) / 3 [4126886] [486882] <100> (0.38)} (Fm 3 c) – -CLO

such as the presence of quinuclidinium ions in the pores, interstitial F- ions (in the double 4-

rings), the oxidations states of the central host atoms, the fact that two different cavities make

up the smaller channel system, that the observed symmetry is lower than the topological one,

and that the unit cell is eight times as large.  It is immediately apparent from the metrical

effective pore width that the 20-ring has an unusual shape (minimum 0.40 nm and maximum

1.32 nm).

Of course, the formula can also be simplified to:

[Ga P] p{3 (20-ring) / 3 (8-ring)} – -CLO
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where the host is described just in terms of the identity of the central host atoms, and the pore

systems are given in abbreviated form, or even just

[Ga P] – -CLO.

IV.7.3.  VPI-5 (with different coordination numbers for the central host atoms)

Although VPI-5 (ref. 20) can be considered to have a 4-connected zeolite framework

structure, some of the central atoms of the host also coordinate to water molecules:

| (H2O)42 | [Al12
III[4]|-1;4-| Al6

III[6]|-1;4-| P18
V[4]|-1;4-| O72

[2]] h{3} p{1 [001] (18-ring)} (P63) – VFI.

The 18-ring channel in VPI-5 is lined with 6-rings, and this information can be given

in the description of the pore (given for one unit cell):

| (H2O)42 | [Al12
[4] Al6

[6] P18
[4] O72] h{3} p{1 [618182/2] [001] (1.21)} (P63) – VFI.

Upon dehydration of a particular VPI-5 material, the water in the pores is removed,

the 6-coordinate Al becomes 4-coordinate, the unit cell doubles in size, and the symmetry is

reduced to monoclinic (ref. 21):

[Al18
[4] P18

[4] O72
[2]]2 h{3} p{1 [001] (18-ring)} (Cm) – VFI.

IV.7.4.  MCM-41 (a mesoporous material with ordered pores but an amorphous host)

A typical crystal chemical formula for a member of this family of mesoporous

materials (e.g. ref. 4) might be:

| (C4H12N) (C19H42N) (OH)2 | [Sin O2n] h{3 [amorphous]} p{1 [001] (3.7)} (H).

The pores are filled with tetramethylammonium and hexadecyltrimethylammonium

hydroxide species, the chemical composition of the 3-dimensional but amorphous host is

SiO2, the pore system is 1-dimensional with an effective pore width of 3.7 nm, and the

channels are arranged in a hexagonal manner running parallel to [001].

Removal of the organic species from the pores by calcination would then produce:

[Sin O2n] h{3 [amorphous]} p{1 [001] (3.7)} (H).

IV.7.5.  Sodium Titanium Silicate (microporous material that is not a zeolite structure

type
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This non-zeolite microporous material (ref. 22) can be described using the crystal

chemical formula:

|Na4 (H2O)6 | [Ti4
[6]|-1,2;6-| Si3

[4]|-1;4-| O12
[2] O4

[3] ] h{ 3 [34] } p{ 3 <100> (8-ring)} (R3m).

Sodium ions and water molecules are present in the pores of this rhombohedral titanosilicate

host. Titanium is 6-coordinate and linked via corners and edges to six neighboring central

host atoms (3 Ti and 3 Si), while silicon is 4-coordinate and shares corners with four central

host atoms (Ti).  The host is 3-dimensional and contains tetrahedral composite building units.

The pore system is 3-dimensional running along the <100> directions with an effective pore

width defined by 8-rings.

IV.7.6.  Hydroxysodalite hydrate

|Na8 (OH)2 (H2O)2| [Al6
III[4]

 Si6
IV[4]

 O24
[2]] h{3; 4-ring } p{0 [4668]} (P 4 3n) – SOD

In the unit cell, there are 8 Na+ ions, 2 OH- ions and 2 H2O molecules in the pores,

and 6 Al (oxidation state III), 6 Si (oxidation state IV) and 24 O in the framework host, the Al

and Si atoms are all 4-coordinate, the framework O’s bridge between two atoms, the observed

unit cell is the same size as the topological one (even though the topological symmetry is 

Im 3 m), the host is 3-dimensional and can be constructed by linking 4-rings, the [4668] pores

(sodalite cages) are 0-dimensional (i.e. only small windows present), the space group of the

material is P  4 3n, and the zeolite structure type code is SOD.

IV.7.7.  Zeolite EMC-2 (ref. 23)

The structure of this hexagonal high-silica zeolite, which is synthesized in the

presence of the crown ether 18-crown-6, is related to that of the cubic zeolite faujasite (FAU)

in that its framework host is composed of double 6-rings and sodalite cages.  Its pore system,

like that of faujasite, is also 3-dimensional with effective pore widths defined by 12-rings:

|Na20 (C12H24O6)4 (H2O)58| [Al20
III[4] Si76

IV[4] O192
[2]] h{3 [4662] }

p{0 [4668] / 3 [42166125] (12-ring)} (P63/mmc) – EMT.

However, in EMC-2, the 12-rings are not equivalent and their shapes differ significantly.  To

emphasize this point, the crystal chemical formula could be written as

|Na20 (C12H24O6)4 (H2O)58| [Al20 Si76 O192]

p{3 [42166125] [001] (0.71) , ⊥ [001] (0.65, 0.74)} (H) – EMT,
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where the descriptions of the different effective pore widths are separated by commas.  For

further information on delimiters in more complicated formulas, see ref. 1.

As in previous examples, the formula could also be simplified somewhat to

|Na20| [Al20 Si76 O192] – EMT.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. An example of a two-dimensional host structure (precursor of the zeolite ITQ-1)

with an ordered two-dimensional channel system (indicated with arrows).  The

nodes are Si atoms.  Bridging oxygen atoms have been left out for clarity.

Figure 2. Some examples of polyhedral composite building units with their corresponding

pore symbols   [ni
mi]  and common names.  The nodes are tetrahedrally coordinated

atoms such as Si or Al.  Bridging oxygen atoms have been left out for clarity.

Figure 3. Some examples of chain composite building units (common names given in

parentheses).  Unbranched single chains with periodicities of (a) two (zig-zag

chain), (b) three (sawtooth chain) and (c) four (crankshaft chain), (d) a branched

single chain (natrolite chain), (e) an unbranched double chain (double crankshaft

chain), (f) a branched double chain (narsarsukite chain), (g) a more complex chain

(pentasil chain).  The nodes are tetrahedrally coordinated atoms such as Si or Al.

Bridging oxygen atoms have been left out for clarity.

Figure 4. Two examples of chain-like composite building units.  (a) The six-fold chain with

a periodicity of two found in Cancrinite (IZA code CAN), and (b) the six-fold

chain with a periodicity of four found in AlPO4-5 (IZA code AFI).  The 12-rings

defining the effective pore widths of the channels defined by these CBU's have

been highlighted.  The corresponding pore symbols and effective topological and

metrical pore widths are indicated.  The nodes are tetrahedrally coordinated atoms

such as Si, Al or P.  Bridging oxygen atoms have been left out for clarity.

Figure 5. Features of the pores in zeolite A (IZA code LTA):  (a) the sodalite cage ([4668]),

(b) the α-cavity ([4126886]), (c) the three-dimensional channel system, and (d) the

8-ring defining the 0.41nm effective pore width.  The nodes are tetrahedrally

coordinated atoms such as Si or Al.  Bridging oxygen atoms have been left out for

clarity.
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Figure 6. The sinusoidal channel in chiral zincophosphate (IZA code CZP).  The distorted

12-ring defining the effective pore width and a chain showing the helical nature of

the channel have been highlighted.  Bridging oxygen atoms have been left out for

clarity.
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Figure 1.  McCusker, Liebau, Engelhardt and Schüth
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double 4-ring (D4R)
[ 4 662]

double 6-ring (D6R)
[ 4 662]

double 8-ring (D8R)

[ 5 8]
pentasil unit

[ 4 665]
cancrinite cage

[496283]
gmelinite cavity

[ 4 668]
sodalite cage

or β-cage

[4126886]
α-cavity

Figure 2.  McCusker, Liebau, Engelhardt and Schüth
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Figure 3.  McCusker, Liebau, Engelhardt and Schüth
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Figure 4.  McCusker, Liebau, Engelhardt and Schüth

                   a                                                                                  b

                                            [66122/2]                                                                                            [612122/2]
                                        12-ring (0.59nm) channel                                                                  12-ring (0.73nm) channel                                                  
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Figure 5.  McCusker, Liebau, Engelhardt and Schüth
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Figure 6.  McCusker, Liebau, Engelhardt and Schüth

p{  1 [001] (0.38, 0.65)}


